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Richard Burbidge’s stylish and innovative timber porch canopy and accessory kits will save you

valuable planning, machining, labour and installation time.

There’s no need to spend time designing, no need to make precise joinery cuts or to pre-drill each

component, and no need to spend time crafting joints to ensure it’s a professional job.  Simply

measure your door area and select you preferred porch and accessory solution.  

Assembly is made easy using our step-by-step fitting instructions, which are included in each pack

and at the back of this brochure.

Not included in each pack, which need to be purchased separately are all roofing and finishing

components, wall fixings, exterior glue plus should you wish to include them, fascias. 

Be sure to apply a suitable preservative to each timber component to ensure it is weather protected.

Each timber porch canopy and accessory kit has been designed in-house, tested by an independent

structural engineer and manufactured to the highest standards ensuring you achieve a professional

result every time.



The Richard Burbidge Apex Canopy is available in two sizes in order to suit your particular 

doorway situation. The Gallows Brackets on both canopies can be adjusted to take into account

unique brickwork, lighting or window features. The smaller canopy can be fitted to a maximum

width of 1200mm and the larger canopy to a maximum of 1600mm.

Manufactured from Pine, the Apex Canopy should be pre treated with a suitable exterior grade

preservative, preferably prior to installation. It can then be stained or painted and finally tiled to

your required finish.

A Richard Burbidge Porch Finial can add a traditional, decorative touch to both Apex canopies.

Simply cut the finial and plant onto your finished, tiled porch or alternatively pre-fix the finial to

the porch and tile around it.

Richard Burbidge Flat roof canopy is a practical and versatile porch solution. With fully adjustable

Gallows Brackets, this canopy can be fitted to a maximum width of 1600mm, down to a 

recommended minimum of 1200mm to take into account door or window frame dimensions.

Manufactured from Pine, the Flat Roof Canopy should be pre treated with a suitable exterior

grade preservative, preferably prior to installation. It can then be stained or painted and finally

tiled to your required finish.

Note: Roofing, fascias, finishing components, wall fixings and exterior glue are not included Note: Roofing, fascias, finishing components, wall fixings and exterior glue are not included.  Finial sold separately.

FLAT
ROOF
Porch Canopy
1200mm to 1600mm max

APEX
Porch Canopy
1200mm and 1600mm
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The Richard Burbidge Dwarf Wall Accessory kits give you the option to coordinate your Porch 

with the brickwork of your house.

Available in turned or stop chamfered designs these kits can be used with any of the three Richard

Burbidge Porch Canopies – Flat Roof, 1200mm Apex and 1600mm Apex.

Simple to install, each kit is manufactured to a high standard using mortice and tenon joints to

ensure a professional end result.

Manufactured from Pine, the Full Length accessory kits should be pre treated with a suitable

exterior grade preservative, preferably prior to installation. They can then be stained or painted to

a finish of your choice.

To complement your Porch Canopy, Richard Burbidge has designed two full-length accessory kits.

These kits can be used with any of the three Richard Burbidge Porch Canopies – Flat Roof, 1200mm

Apex and 1600mm Apex.

Choose from either a traditional turned version or a more modern look with the stop chamfered

kit. Manufactured to a high standard using mortice and tenon joints, each kit is designed to be

simple to install and the only cuts necessary are to achieve the correct post height for your canopy.

Manufactured from Pine, the Full Length accessory kits should be pre treated with a suitable

exterior grade preservative, preferably prior to installation. They can then be stained or painted to

a finish of your choice.

Note: Wall fixings and exterior glue are not included Note: Wall fixings and exterior glue are not included

FULL
LENGTH
Accessories 
• Stop Chamfered
• Turned
Note: Each kit comes with two sides.

DWARF
WALL
Accessories 
• Stop Chamfered
• Turned
Note: Each kit comes with two sides.
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1124mm

661mm

605mm

630mm

Note: Roofing, fascias, finishing components, wall fixings and exterior glue are not included.  All other fixings are included.

8

Assemble Gallows Bracket using exterior

grade glue (a). Knock 15mm dowels into

draw bore tenons (b).

1a

1b

3

Measure and mark upright bracket locations

to a maximum of 1600mm.

Measure and mark back purlin to preferred

location above door.

2

4
Offer assembled Gallows Brackets to pre-

marked wall and fix using 2 x 12mm Steel

Bolts (not supplied). Hide wall fixings with

cover caps supplied.

Fix the back purlin to the wall using a 

minimum of 2 x 100mm frame fixings 

or similar (not supplied).

5

6

7

8

Position front purlin, using rafters to 

establish precise location and fix to the 

top of the Gallows Bracket using metal 

angle brackets and 35mm screws provided.

Measure out rafters to space evenly 

and fix top and bottom using 100mm 

screws provided.

Note: Roofing, fascias, finishing components, wall fixings and exterior glue are not included.  All other fixings are included.  Finial sold separately.

9

Measure and mark Gallows Bracket locations

to a maximum of 1600mm (Note: this porch

allows for the adjustability of upright 

positions to less than 1600mm to take into

account unique features around the door).

1

2

Assemble Gallows Bracket using exterior

grade glue (a). Knock 15mm dowels into 

draw bore tenons (b).

3a 3b

4 Offer assembled Gallows Brackets to 

pre-marked wall and fix with 2 x 12mm 

Steel Bolts (not supplied). Hide fixings 

with cover caps supplied.

Assemble 4 parts of frame together by 

gluing tenons and using 45mm screws 

provided (a). Locate on top of Gallows

Brackets, centralising if necessary and 

checking that frame is square (b).

5a

7

6

8

Glue the tenons of the back and front King

Posts. Screw through to secure using 45mm

screws provided, countersink and fill.

Screw the top beam to the King Posts using

the 100mm screws provided.

Position rafters and screw into top beam 

and frame using the 100mm screws provided.

Glue the 30mm timber dowel into the 

bottom of the Rams Horn and fix into the

front purlin, unscrewing the front rafters 

for ease of fit if necessary. Finally screw

through the half lap of the rams horn into

the front rafters to secure using the 30mm

screws provided.

Screw through top of frame and into the

Gallows Brackets using the 100mm screws

provided.

LC002LC001

9

10

11

Measure and mark back plate to preferred

location above door.

MAX 1600mm

MAX 1736mm

1

30˚

MAX 1200mm

1559mm

630mm

1190mm 605mm

666mm

30˚

MAX 1600mm

1960mm

630mm

605mm1305mm

666mm
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APEX
Fitting Instructions
1200mm LC001 and 1600mm LC002

FLAT
ROOF
Fitting Instructions
1200mm to 1600mm max LC003

1200mm APEX

1600mm APEX

Tools required…

Drill

Mallet

Screwdriver

Hammer

Spirit Level

Tape Measure

Tools required…

Drill

Mallet

Screwdriver

Hammer

Spirit Level

Tape Measure

15kg

Canopy tested to
hold a weight

loading of 50kg/m2

19kg

Canopy tested to
hold a weight

loading of 50kg/m2

Before you begin:

Pre-treat each component with an exterior

grade preservative.

Before you begin:

Pre-treat each component with an exterior

grade preservative.

75mm

690mm



Note: All fixings included apart from wall fixings and exterior glue 
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22kg 15kg

FULL
LENGTH
Fitting Instructions
Stop Chamfered LC102 and Turned LC100

To establish the desired handrail height,
measure down from the top rail mortice 
in the back post and mark. Cut the back 
post and treat the end with exterior grade
preservative. This marks the floor level 
of the back post.

Desired handrail height

1

Desired handrail height
2

Offer back post to the wall (a), temporarily
placing bottom bracket underneath to
represent an air gap (b). Mark where the top
of the post meets the porch canopy, and cut
(c). Sand the cut top of the back post to
create a chamfer on each edge (d). Treat the
cut end with exterior grade preservative.

3

4
Offer cut back post to the wall, mark through
to establish wall fixing position and fix using
2 x 12mm Steel Bolts (not supplied). Cover
with Cover Caps provided. 

Assemble spindles and handrails unit, gluing
spindles into top rail and screwing through
from bottom rail into end of spindles using
80mm screws provided.

5

7

6

8

With the bottom bracket temporarily in place,
offer the front post up to spindle and rail unit
and locate (a). Mark the position of the porch
canopy on the top of the post (b) allowing 
for either:
• 2mm less for the top fixing bracket to be

located (c), or:
• Opt to recess the top fixing bracket into

the top of the front post to allow for a
flush fit (d).

Take away front post and cut top where
marked (a), sanding each edge to create a
chamfer (b). Treat the cut end with exterior
grade preservative.

Fix the top bracket to the front post to
whichever option you have chosen.

Offer front post up to spindle and rail unit
and locate. Mark on the floor area the 
outline of the bottom bracket, checking 
that the post is vertically level.

Remove front post and spindle and rail unit,
and fix bottom bracket into the ground,
using a suitable fixing (not supplied).

Glue (with exterior grade glue) all tenons of
the spindle and rail unit and assemble into
front and back posts using a rubber mallet
(a). The tenons are secured using the Metal
Star Dowels supplied (b).

We recommend you pilot drill the post for
ease of fix.

Fix top (a) and bottom (b) brackets of the
front post.

Temporarily locate spindles and handrails 
unit into back post. 

9

10
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12

Transfer this measurement to the front post
(a) taking into account any degree of ground
fall in the area where the accessories are to
be fitted (b).

Cut

a b

a

b

Cut

Air gap

a

b

c

d

Cut

2mm 2mm2

a

b

c d

a

b

a

b

LC100LC102

Note: All fixings included apart from wall fixings and exterior glue 
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DWARF
WALL
Fitting Instructions
Stop Chamfered LC103 and Turned LC101

To establish the height of the Dwarf wall and
length of front post, measure down from the
underside of the Porch Canopy Gallows
Bracket to a maximum of 1800mm and
minimum of 1480mm. The preferred
minimum handrail height above ground level
is 900mm. Adjust the front post and Dwarf
wall height to suit.

1

Offer back post to the wall (a), temporarily
placing bottom bracket underneath to
represent an air gap (b). Mark where the top
of the post meets the porch canopy and cut
(c). Sand the cut top of the back post to
create a chamfer on each edge (d). Treat the
cut end with exterior grade preservative.

2

3

Offer cut back post to the wall, mark through
to establish wall fixing position and fix using
2 x 12mm Steel Bolts (not supplied). Cover
with Cover Caps provided. 

Assemble spindles and handrails unit, gluing
spindles into top rail and screwing through
from bottom rail into end of spindles using
80mm screws provided.

4

6

5

7

With the bottom bracket temporarily in place,
offer the front post up to spindle and rail unit
and locate (a). Mark the position of the porch
canopy on the top of the post (b) allowing 
for either:
• 2mm less for the top fixing bracket to be

located (c), or:
• Opt to recess the top fixing bracket into

the top of the front post to allow for a
flush fit (d).

Take away front post and cut top where
marked (a), sanding each edge to create a
chamfer (b). Treat the cut end with exterior
grade preservative.

Fix the top bracket to the front post using
whichever option from step 7 you have 
chosen.

Offer front post up to spindle and rail unit
and locate. Mark on the wall area the outline
of the bottom bracket, checking that the post
is vertically level.

Remove front post and spindle and rail unit,
and fix bottom bracket into the ground, 
using a suitable fixing (not supplied).

Glue (with exterior grade glue) all tenons 
of the spindle and rail unit and assemble into
front and back posts using a rubber mallet
(a). The tenons are secured using the Metal
Star Dowels supplied (b).

We recommend you pilot drill the post for
ease of fix.

Fix top (a) and bottom (b) brackets of the
front post.

Temporarily locate spindles and handrails 
unit into back post.
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9

10

12
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Cut

a b

Cut

Air gapa
b

c

d

Cut

2mm 2mm2

a

b

c d

a

b

a

b

Tools required…

LC101LC103

452mm

1170mm

1800mm

Note: Each kit comes with two sides. Note: Each kit comes with two sides.

452mm

1770mm

2400mm

452mm

1770mm

2400mm

452mm

1170mm

1800mm

STOP CHAMFERED TURNEDTURNEDSTOP CHAMFERED

Drill

Mallet

Screwdriver

Hammer

Spirit Level

Tape Measure

Tools required…

Drill

Mallet

Screwdriver

Hammer

Spirit Level

Tape Measure

Before you begin:
Pre-treat each component with an exterior
grade preservative.

Before you begin:
Pre-treat each component with an exterior
grade preservative. Take into account your
porch canopy height and ground features,
which will influence post length and handrail
height requirements.


